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LEBBS Committee Meeting 16/12/19   
  

 Minutes  19:00hrs   Admiral Rodney Hotel 

CHAIRMAN Smiler Hutson  

SECRETARY  Irene Douse  

PRESENT  

Smiler Hutson -AH 
Irene Douse -ID 
Charles Douse -CD 
Alison Millington -AM 
Don Ford -DF 
Paul Dudhill -PD 
Neville Wright -NW 

     James Taylor -JT 
Kev Turner -KT 
Kevin Hennely                      -KH 
Simon Thom -ST 
 

Chairman 
Secretary 
Deputy Chair  
Treasurer 
Fleet Manager 
Deputy Fleet 
Deputy fund and Events 
Membership Manager 
Marketing and PR 
NHS Liaison 
Deputy NHS Liaison  

 

APOLOGIES 

 
Wendy Hunsley -WH 
Richard Taylor                      -RT 
 
 
 

 

     Fund raising and Events co-ordinator  
Deputy Membership 
Deputy Marketing and PR 
 

 

  

Item 1 - Introduction  
 

1.1  
The Chairman opened the meeting. Apologies were noted.   Another successful month shaking tins etc. The minutes 
of the previous were accepted as an accurate record.  
Proposed : Don Ford     Seconded: Paul Dudhill 

 

Item 2 - Ongoing Actions  
  

ACTION  DETAILS  STATUS  

06/8 

It was discussed the rota manager was not given the information as to who drives / BOB / can 
handle larger bikes / who really needs smaller ones  that to ensure folk have the vehicle they can 
manage  is being interpreted as what do you want. In future this should no longer be asked vehicles 
will be allocated according to proximity of the rider.  SH will be aware of the need for lady or short 
riders and now has the information of BOB / and those who must have a car.   
Subject to availability attempts will be made to keep a big and smaller bike in each zone.  Stuart was 
congratulated for the work he has put in as he had no formal handover. 
JT asked if this could be on the website. 
CD to action JT to add this to the membership requests 

Closed 
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3.3 

The Chairman discussed the monies at fund raising events in view of approval sought to hold 
funds pending for additional funding to be added as the person who had agreed to be the party 
was not available for a couple of weeks.  
 
While it was clearly understood and agreed by a majority at the time a decision going forward was 
essential to negate the need for at the time discussion. Consideration was given to the 
responsibility of the party holding the funds.  
 
In order for transparency and to protect the person funds MUST be counted at the earliest 
opportunity, where practical at the event by two persons or immediately after, documented and 
signed.   
 It is essential to know the amount held as in the event of a burglary as the person holding the 
funds would have the responsibility for replacing the monies there could be no risk of questioning 
the amount.  As all the committee are trustees we must ensure transparency. All present agreed  
Action all members 

closed 

3.4 

The Chairman commented that at the NABB meetings discussed the subject of Blue Lights and 
Blood Bike as yet blood bikes would still have to comply with the road traffic act.  So as previously 
discussed we should continue to disable the blue lights so they could not be used.   DF 
commented that this had in fact now been done and none of the cars had blue lights anyway. 
Addendum an email was sent to all members to ensure clarity there are still a few who 
disagree with this however the majority of the membership have acknowledged the 
email and are in full agreement .It should be noted the service has never been called 
upon to provide this and are with our current SLA are unlikely to ever do so due to our 
required response times. 

closed 

8.1 

ST has done work on the SLA it discussed in general and suggested that ST continues to work on 
this and then discusses with CD and ID as they have knowledge of NHS . When complete ST will 
present to the committee 
Action ST  when ready with  CD / ID 

On going 

10.1 

We have been approached by NHS Boston. Grantham and Lincoln hospitals to collect and deliver to 
Sheffield Last year they were lost in the post.  The committee unanimously agreed.  ST and SH have 
enquired in principle and volunteers have come forward for these mid weeks runs. Named” 
Operation new-born”  by SH 
 Action ST / SH- Rota Manager 

On going 

10.7 

ID brought the the attention of the committee a comment from a member of the public that had 
also been raised by PD a difference of opinion regarding the public sitting in the big bikes for 
photos. Currently a sign is displayed for insurance purposes do not sit in this bike. AM pointed out 
that it is not actually for insurance but the notice is helpful. A general discussion was held as it is 
considered that members were capable of deciding the risk on the day depending on ground 
conditions and therefore bike stability.  .  Publicity photos could be risk assess on the day. However 
it only takes one incident to cause us issues. In general NO members of the public are 
allowed on the big bikes. 

closed 

10.8 
DTL asked whether we have a lone worker policy in regard to the BOB service as the rider / driver is 
our every night and no one is specifically aware. It was decided in the interim that BOB will contact 
the Chairman at start and end of run.   Action CD/ DLT 

On going 

  

 

Item 3 – Chairman’s Report (SH)  
  

3.1  
The rota manager had raised the suggestion for a Chairman’s Christmas message, it was noted that the Chairman 
had already written same but wished the committee to read it before it was sent. This was done at this meeting.  

3.2 
The Chairman again commented that committee members should adhere to their own roles; this does not mean they 
should not present ideas or discuss opportunities but before any commitment was made the relevant committee 
member should be approached. This is to prevent several contacts to potential supporter which can cause offence. 
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3.3 

The positions of fundraiser remain vacant due Wendy resigning with a notice period and Neville leaving with 
immediate effect. A general discussion took place that as we are in a good financial place currently we are able to 
continue in the short term without the posts being filled. A further discussion was held as to whether they could be 
anon committee post which may be more interesting to the membership. This was left to be discussed at a later date. 
ID commented that a new member who was previously a fund raiser for another blood bike group was joining Lebbs. 

  

 

Item 4 – Treasurers Report (AM) 
 

4.1  
The treasurer  reported the current account stands at £60,380.82 
The pay pal account stands at £323.28 .As funds have been transferred to the current account 

4.2 
The treasurer suggested that she approach the bank to see if we can have an instant access savings account due to 
the amount of funds in the account. All agreed. 
 

4.3 
The treasurer had previously discussed with the committee that Barclays has two to sign but Pay pal has only one this 
cannot be changed.  Following WH concern that two cannot sign the paypal as per the constitution  

  

 

 

 

Item 5 – Event Coordinators/Fundraising Report (WH)  
  

5.1 WH forwarded he report and outlined the events for the month 

5.2 
The two new bikes will attend the Morrison’s Scunthorpe event 21.12.2019. WH is in discussion with Morrison’s for 
official handover 
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Item 6 – Fleet Report (DF)  
  

6.1  FJR needs tyres 
 

6.2 Focus needs a wheel bearing 

6.3 DY61 sensor is playing up again RT had resolved   
 

6.4 
Kawasaki is off the road the rectifier is faulty, needs a new battery ,discs x2, rear brake issue, Don to get a quote  
Addendum DF advised  in the whatsapp group that the repairs are likely to be in the range of £1.500 .  

 

6.5 
Fleet will try and get the new bikes ready for January but this may be unrealistic and likely to be February as they also 
needed the first service. 

 

6.6 Insurance quote for bikes 9 bikes £4,473.30  11 bikes £ 4,984,53 it was agreed we would insure  the 11 bikes. 
 

6.7 
It was noted there is a delay in the proposed road tax refund for blood bike vehicles previously advised for 2020. 
 

 

6.8 

A discussion was held on trackers as the current contract is nearing the end. Kevin Hennely advised that he may be 
able to get them free and will look into it 
Action KH 
 

 

6.9 
DF commented that he still has some of the old NavMan trackers. It was agreed as they are worthless they should be 
disposed of. 

 

6.10 RT has requested refund for bits that he purchased AM to arrange. 

 

  

 

Item 7 – Membership Report (JT)  
  

7.1 
103 operational and 4 Support  members  
There is 1 for induction he was unable to attend previous.  CD to liaise  
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Item 8 – Deputy NHS Liaison Report (ST)  
  

8.1  Operation new born has been agreed and planned. The rota is in progress. CD requested Photos for promotional 
purposes. The SLA’s remain a work in progress   as Op new born took priority and the new NHS liaison is now in post. 

   

Item 9 – Marketing Report (DTL)  
 

9.1  
Lebbs logo can be used by all copyright would not be possible and costly. 

 

9.2 
KT discussed the merchandise and would notify of costs. The committee agreed in principal to the suggested amounts 
and items subject to costings. 
 

9.3 Looking for alternate Hi Viz  not successful , Currently following the Nabb design they will refund us £15 per hi viz 

  

 

Item 10 - Any Other Business  
  

10.1  
The Chairman asked for a vote of thanks for all the hard work that Wendy has done for fundraising. He will forward 
personal thanks. 

10.2 

DT discussed the GMP training and we need to catch up. It is done at induction and he will try getting members at 
events. We need to discuss how to resolve this. Possibly have alternate dates and locations for those who cannot 
make the AGM.. 

 

10.2 

CD raised the subject of the trailer as it was seen at the induction. AH advised the purchaser had not yet presented 
the payment. The committee asked that the party be asked for the funds one more time and then the trailer should 
be put back on the market .The committee are concerned re potential damage due to leaks. 
 

10.3 
It was commented that if the Chair is not able  to attend events  arranged by NABB  eg the events at The National  
Exhibition centre Birmingham that they should be  cascaded to other committee members as someone may be able to 
take advantage and represent LEBBS. 

10.4 The web shop goes live 01.01.2020 

10.5 
DF brought up the subject of storage of the event equipment. He proposed we look into self-store bit acknowledged 
the cost may be prohibitive.  Further discussions at a later date. 
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10.6 
AM has received  a donation from the owl ministry £125 
 

10.7 

The bank mandate requires two signatories to authorise payments with WH resigning a further signee is needed to 
prevent only having two signees available.  KT offered. All agreed. AM to arrange and to remove WH from all banking 
and WH and NW from the trustees. 
Action AM 

10.8 
CD noted that the constitution states bank account require two signatures and paypal is not a bank account.  A 
second signature on said account is not possible. This needs amending in the constitution and should be discussed at 
the AGM 

10.9 
A discussion with reference to the advanced status need by riders and the check rides.  While not required by our 
insurance this maintains professional standards and is good practice. 

10.10 
Concern was raised by the amount of access to information by non-committee members in appointed posts. DT will 
review membership and restrict if required. AM will review the drop box access and amend as required. 

10.11 
RT provided information on road closures for the festive season at Britannia corner that may cause issues for the 
Northern hospital deliveries this was passed the rota manager top cascade to the riders / drivers and controllers. 
Action SH 

10.12 
The auto traffic lights existing Grimsby hospital often do not operate due to lack of metallic surface on the bikes. He 
commented re the lack of a centre stand as this would have helped due to the magnetic aspect.  
Noted and action to be taken 

10.13 

RT commented on his understanding of the Blue Light rules that it was the users’ responsibility to ensure it is safe to 
proceed as they do not give carte blanche to “tear through junctions”. Red lights etc regardless of other traffic. The 
subject was not discussed as we are NOT authorised or trained to use them under the road traffic act.  
The subject of the blue lights is closed until such time that NABB have negotiated the need and agreed 
the use.  

  

  

NEXT MEETING  Monday 20th January 2020 at19:00hrs.  The Admiralty Suite. By the generosity  of The Admiral Rodney Hotel Horncastle. 

DISTRIBUTION  All Committee Members 

ACTIONS  All Committee Members  

PRODUCED BY  Irene Douse  

 


